
Christina Humphreys/221 Work Road, KATIKATI 

Hearing day 14th March 2018, 10.50 am/ RCBOP 

 

There are two/three issues I wish to discuss or make reference too: 

 

14.1.4 [Section 42 A Report] 

1. Our property of 18 HA is on the Katikati Municipal water supply, so are we 

right in presuming that our water take is as much as we like as long as we pay 

for it. That not too many restrictions are made on us, an orchard attached to a 

Municipal water supply? 

Having said that the price seems to go up every six months when we receive an 

account. 

What is the position with like Katikati Municipal water supply or we as users? 

I realise they will be licenced as such, but are they given a specific allocation 

too?  

 

Part 7 possibly 1.4 

We always want to maintain the option to maybe pump water from our own 

property as we have a spring which forms a stream through our property. 

It seems we would be eligible for a consent to take 15 cubic metres per day 

surface water or 35 cubic metre a day ground water. 

Could you confirm that this option stands for us if and when at any time we 

wish to obtain consent? 

43.We would agree with other groups saying a consent for water should be 

longer than the 10-15 years. 

Also, as orchardists much of the water would be for irrigating avocados 

[though we do have stock too and home use] so obviously a lot of the irrigating 

would be done in the summer, but very little in the winter so I trust our 

allocation would not be downsized or changed because we are not using our 

allocation consistently throughout the year. If this was restricted to much the 



practice of running water away or collecting/holding water would become the 

norm. 

Are you able to clarify any of this here today? 

 

Part 5 Concern to Maori [concern to us] 

2.Regularly throughout the Regional Council fresh water documents it is a 

continual repeated cry of ‘Cultural values and interests’, I find this offensive! 

86% of the other people in NZ have a culture and values too, which are not a 

lot different to Maori and should be respected too. 

5.1 the [Maori] acknowledgement could pertain to all of us; 

The Māori[kiwis] world view of water is linked to the deities of Māori [kiwis] 

creation, whakapapa links water to human beings and water is an 

interconnected part of the environment that cannot be considered in isolation. 

Māori[kiwis] have an inherent interest in fresh water, having traditional and 

cultural connections with freshwater resources, as well as economic interests. 

Māori[kiwis] view the natural environment, in particular water, as a taonga 

(treasure) is of paramount importance to Māori [kiwis] with Kaitiaki rights, 

interests and responsibilities. Water is highly valued and of practical, cultural 

and spiritual significance to Māori [kiwis]. It provides food, drinking water, 

access routes and is used for ceremonial purposes. It is also a source of pride 

and identity to Māori [kiwis] – those reciting their whakapapa (lineage) would 

acknowledge the name of the river, stream or lake to which they belong. The 

Māori [kiwis] worldview does not separate the physical aspects (food, drinking 

water) from the intangible and spiritual aspects of water (identity, mauri or 

life-force). Māori[kiwis] recognise the importance of fresh water in the 

supporting a healthy ecosystem, including human health, and have a reciprocal 

obligation to protect freshwater quality. Māori[kiwis] also have interest in the 

use of freshwater resources. 

Plus, The Treaty of Waitangi was a Treaty whereby Maori ceded Sovereignty to 

Queen Victoria and she gave Maori equal rights as any other British citizen and 

to all the people of NZ.’ That looks like the same to me ‘equality’ Equal rights, 

not preferential treatment as they are getting here in this water futures paper! 

For e.g. just with the Regional council meetings alone Maori had 20 meetings 



And everyone else 14 meetings, Katikati never got one at all and we have a 

large number of orchards that are irrigating here and could have benefited 

from a meeting. 

Part 5 

So, if this means the Regional Council is agreeing to Co-governance 

[separatism] and that Maori will be visiting our properties if and when we 

apply for a water consent this will not be happening [where are our equal 

rights]. We would stop them entering our property on the ‘Work Safe ruling’ of 

a hazard work place property and they would not be signed in! 

31 RC’s brief summary is as follows: 

• Rule WQ R6 Controlled Activity Take and Use of Water for Existing Municipal 

Water Supplies one matter of control is (g) the extent to which the applicant 

has consulted with Māori and taken into account Māori values. With an 

additional advice note that ‘Tāngata whenua values include those of the 

owners of Māori owned land, if the water source is on such land. 

• WQ M9 was developed to recognise the value of involving iwi and hapū in the 

identification of the extent of cultural impacts associated with resource consent 

applications, the value of iwi and hapū management plans in articulating issues 

of significance to tāngata whenua and provides for the recognition of the role 

of specialists in matauranga and tikanga, such as kaumatua and Pūkenga in 

resource management decisions where tāngata whenua values are affected. 

 

So, a little more respect and reference to the majority of us 73% in the BOP 

region wouldn’t go amiss please! 

‘WATER BELONGS TO ALL THE PEOPLE’ 

 

 


